
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Golf is a major sport around the world with 85% of the world supporting the sport with 
a $82 billion market size. Contrary to its success with targeting the leisure elites in 
country clubs the present and future of the great sport demand a shift to a more 
lighter, faster and a social entertainment atmosphere. An accessible and interactive 
golf with a social friendly entertainment content suitable for our daily routine is the 
future of the traditional sport.

“The absence of a new ‘interactive’
entertainment concept of Golf”

“Heavy time consuming/commitment 
practice and rounding”

SmartGolf GIT resolves this problems.  Modern Golf entertainment integrating virtual 
golf with socializing contents powered by a de-centralized network of user generated 
swing data, SmartGolf will revolutionize the way we play, practice even think of golf. 

1. SmartGolf Plaza – a marketplace for a new golf entertainment

Swing and play on the virtual SmartGolf courses either with your friends or an online 
player. Obtain GIT points for game participation and prize tokens which can be used as 
currency for food & beverages, music and other commodities all inside the SmartGolf 
plaza. Spectators can choose to place GIT coins on players in return for rewards as 
gallery.

2. SmartGolf Network – decentralized network or swing data tokens

Every swing from a golfer is tokenized and saved into SmartGolf wallets. Connect with 
fellow golfers and either purchase an wanted swing token from an advanced golfer or 
sell your superior swing to a golfer in need of help. Upload the swing token to the DB 
and receive adequate training & equipment for the according token classification.



GIT tokens 

Liquid cryptocurrency available for purchase in the sales and backed by the SmartGolf 
marketplace (Plaza).

GIT Coin

GIT Point

Internal technical token that can be mined via the SmartGolf system.

Exchange rates with the GIT coin to ETH is 1,000 : 1.
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Total GIT Coin supply - 400,000,000 GIT

Soft cap – 10,000,000 Euro

Hard Cap – 100,000,000 Euro


